This paper presents a network-on-chip (NoC) with flexible infrastructure based on dynamic wormhole packet identity management. The NoCs are developed based on a VHDL approach and support the design flexibility. The on-chip router uses a wormhole packet switching method with a synchronous parallel pipeline technique. Routing algorithms and dynamic wormhole local packet identity (ID-tag) mapping management are proposed to support a wire sharing methodology and an ID slot division multiplexing technique. At each communication link, flits belonging to the same message have the same local ID-tag, and the ID-tag is updated before the packet enters the next communication link by using an ID-tag mapping management unit. Therefore, flits from different messages can be interleaved, identified, and routed according to their allocated ID slots. Our NoC guarantees in order and lossless message delivery.
Asynchronous NoCs are introduced in CHAIN [17] , ASPIDA [18] , PROTEO [19] , and ANoC [20] , while in MANGO [21] , an asynchronous clock-less NoC is proposed. Asynchronous communication design is a promising concept, but lacks of industrial standard support, especially with respect to testability issues. In synchronous designs, global clock-trees are distributed, which lead to electromagnetic interference effects and clock power consumption.
In this paper, a reconfigurable NoC with a synchronous parallel pipeline router architecture called XHiNoC is proposed. XHiNoC stands for eXtendable Hierarchical NoC, and is an extended version of HiNoC [8] , which is based on a flexible, extendable design environment. The XHiNoC is developed based on synthesizable modular VHDL objects. Some flexible object modules can be selected and combined with base modules to obtain a specific mesh router prototypes in accordance with a desired specification such as NoC with multicast service [22] . This paper will only focus on an XHiNoC prototype with connectionless unicast service. Some mesh routers have been prototyped by using a static XY routing algorithm and adaptive routing algorithms in a regular 2D mesh topology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main contribution of XHiNoC multiplexing technique based on the dynamic local ID-tag mapping management and its related works with time-divison multiplexing methodology, such as AEthereal [23] . Section 3 presents interconnection configuration used by XHiNoC and the comparison with other NoCs in FPGA platforms. In this section, the XHiNoC communication setup is described in detail. In Section 4, selected routing algorithms and link multiplexing technique are introduced. Section 5 describes the microarchitecture of the XHiNoC. Performance evaluation of the XHiNOC under four selected traffic scenarios is exhibited in Section 6. Logic synthesis results using an FPGA device and a 130-nm CMOS standard-cell technology and direct comparison of the performance-area tradeoff between XHiNoC and AEthereal are presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
Related Works and Contributions
Data communication between IP components in the NoCbased systems can be made using circuit-switching, packet (store-and-forward) switching, wormhole, or virtual cutthrough switching methods. The circuit-switching that is based on time-division multiplexing (TDM) method has been used by some NoC propososals such in NOSTRUM [4] , SoCBUS [5] , DSPIN [12] , PNoC [14] , and AEthereal [23] . AEthereal NoC uses a slot table to avoid contention on a link, divide up bandwidth per link between connections, and switch data to the correct output. Every slot table T has time slots S and router outputs N. There is a logical notion of synchronicity, where all routers in the network are in the same fixed-duration slot. In a slot s at most one block of data can be read/written per input/output port. In the next slot, (s + 1)% S, the read blocks are written to their appropriate output ports. Thus, the blocks propagate in a store-and-forward fashion. However, this methodology has disadvantage as explained in the following paragraph according to Figure 3(a) .
In Figure 3 (a), three packets (A, B, and C) are attempt to set up connections. Four snapshots of the network at successive times are presented. The setup packet A enters node (2, 2) from North (N) input port, and setup packet B enters node (2, 1) from West (W) input port as shown in Figure 3 (a)(I). The script (A:1) means that packet A will be programmed in time-slot 1 in the next router, and (B:2) has the same meaning as well.
As shown in Figure 3 (a)(II), packet A has been forwarded to South output port of node (2, 2) , and the time-slot 1 is allocated for packet A coming from N. While packet B has also been in South output port of node (2, 1) , and the timeslot 2 is allocated for packet B coming from W input port. A bold line shows the progress of the connection setup over A ( time. In every snapshot, the Setup packets are routed to their next link, and the slot table is incremented by one. Thus, in the next router, packets A and B will be programmed in timeslots 2 (A:2) and 3 (B:3), respectively. In Figure 3 (a)(III), packet A cannot reserve slot 2 for South output port (S) of node (2, 1) because it has been reserved for the connection of packet C, thus the connection setup of packet A fails. Therefore, packet A is routed back along its path to remove the reservations made so far (see Figure 3 (a)(III)). In Figure 3 (a)(IV), packet A has removed the reservation of slot 1 that it made in Figure 3 (a)(II).
The previous explanation has presented the disadvantage of using time-division multiplexing (TDM) switching method by AEthereal NoC. In Figure 3 (a)(III), there are still three free time-slots in South output port of node (2, 1) , that is, time-slot 0, 1, and 3. However, Packet A cannot use that free time-slots, because packet A has been programmed to reserve time-slot 2, that has been reserved by packet B from West (W) input port. Therefore, we propose a more optimistic approach by introducing ID-tag mapping management (IDM) unit to optimize dynamically the link bandwidth utilization. The IDM also consists of ID-slot Table  and has the same functionality as slot table used by AEthereal.
VLSI Design
The communication link setup by XHiNoC is presented in Figure 3 (b). Once again, four snapshots of the network at successive times are depicted in the figure. For the sake of simplicity, only the ID slot table of the IDM in South output port is presented for both mesh nodes. In Figure 3 (b)(I), a packet header A with ID-tag 1 (A(1), numerical value in the bracket represents ID-tag) enters node (2, 2) from North (N) input port, while a packet header B with ID-tag 2 (B(2)) enters node (2, 1) from West (W) input port.
In Figure 3 (b)(II), the packet header A is routed to South (S) output port and is allocated to ID slot 0. Therefore, all payload flits having ID-tag 1 from N input port in node (2, 2) will get new ID-tag 0. In Node (2, 1) , packet header B is routed to S output port and is allocated by IDM to ID slot 0. Thus, the South IDM unit in this node will map all flits having ID-tag 2 from West (W) input port to receive new ID-tag 0. The bullets in the figure indicate that the ID slots are being used (not free).
In Figure 3 (b)(III), a packet header C coming from W input port with ID-tag 0 is routed to the S output port. The South IDM unit maps packet C into ID slot 1. Hence, each payload flit having ID-tag 0 from W input port in node (2, 2) will get new ID-tag 1. While packet A coming from N with ID-tag 0 is allocated by the South IDM unit in node (2, 1) to ID slot 1. Hence, it receives new ID-tag 1 before being forwarded from node (2, 1) into the next node. Figure 3 (b)(IV) describes also the same mechanism, where packet C in node (2, 1) , which is coming from N input port with ID-tag 1, will be mapped to receive the new ID-tag 2.
If a header flit requests a new ID slot allocation to reserve link bandwidth, then the IDM unit in each output port will search for a free ID-tag. After finding a new free IDtag, the IDM unit will identify and record the current ID of the header and from which port it comes. Therefore, each payload flit belonging to the same message (because of having the same ID-tag) will be mapped by the IDM unit to receive the new ID-tag by using ID-based look-up table mechanism. Therefore, the XHiNoC approach is more optimistic than AEthereal in terms of optimal link bandwidth allocations.
Interconnection and Links Setup
A message in XHiNoC is associated with a single packet. For a unicast message, the packet will have only one header flit, even if the size of the message is very large. The packet format is presented in Figure 2 . The 38-bit packet consists of a header flit followed by payload flits. Two additional 3-bit heads are type and (Identity ID) bits. The flit type can be as header (1), message body (2) , and the end of message body or the last flit of the message (3). Only one header flit is asserted for one message (as one packet), even if the size of the message is extremely large.
The 3D source and target address of the packet are asserted in the header flit. The source and target Z are dedicated for addressing the resource tiles of subnetworks (e.g., in tree-based topologies) when our NoC will be extended to be a hierarchical NoC. The subnetworks will be connected to a local port of each mesh node. Hence, each resource tile located in the subnetwork will have (X, Y , Z) address, where the (X, Y ) denotes the address of the mesh network, and the (Z) represents the address of the tile in the subnetwork. Each flit belonging to the same message has the same local identity number (ID-tag) to differentiate it from other flits of different messages when it passes through a communication link.
The local ID-tag of each data flit of a packet will vary over different communication links in order to provide a scalable concept. Dynamic variations of the message ID-tag will be controlled and mapped by IDM units allocated at each output port. This ID-tag will vary over the network links to support a wire sharing methodology, which is described in Section 4.2.
Interconnect Reconfiguration.
Mapping an application onto an NoC-based multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) can be divided into pre-and postmanufacture mappings. In the premanufacture mapping, interconnection between processing elements is successively configured after obtaining optimized configuration data from an optimized mapping problem. The data represent an interconnect configuration map that is used to implement the required wire interconnection.
FLUX interconnnect [24] , for instances, uses this approach where on demand interconnections are established before or during program excecution. The proposed reconfigurable interconnections look more like point-topoint connections. Therefore, the required number of links increases exponentially related to the number of processing elements. Certainly, the FLUX network cannot support the postmanufacture implementation.
In the postmanufacture approach, link interconnects have been wired in advance. Therefore, one possible way to reconfigure the wire interconnects is by implementing slot tables (programmable registers) over the on-chip router which can be programmed by users to configure the required interconnections between the processing elements.
An FPGA-based NoC by Bartic et al. [13] uses look-up tables that have an entry for each IP in the NoC, and their content can be dynamically changed by an OS at runtime. PNoC [14] on FPGA fabric supports also a dynamic nodes removal and insertion at runtime in the NoC system via routing table updates. Certainly, the drawback of both is that the required memory space for the routing tables grows proportionally with the number of IPs.
Another approach is by introducing a parallel programming model in software level to reconfigure the interconnections. In the parallel programming model, node addresses of all processing elements or IPs are introduced. The users will program the NoC by using a data parallel, multithread, distributed shared-memory, or message passsing programming model. The compilation result of the parallel program will result in executable object files that will be written in the instruction memories of each selected processing element (PE) that will run the parallel program. Selecting the optimal object file code allocation for the selected PE is preceeded by an optimal mapping problem with constraints, for example, bandwidth requirements to transfer data between two PEs or IPs. Heuristically, various routing functions can be involved in this optimal problem to find out whether the constraint can be satisfied or not. The interconnections between processsing elements are then set up locally at runtime by on-chip routers using static or adaptive routing algorithms based on source-target address information present in the header of packets being sent.
The postwired application mapping is not only suitable for ASIC implementations, but also can be used for NoCbased MPSoC applications running on FPGA platforms. The interconnect reconfiguration in the XHiNoC is made available by using runtime programmable ID-slots in a routing table at each incoming port and in an ID-tag management unit at each outgoing port. The working organization between the routing table and the ID-tag management units has enabled a flexible data multiplexing over the on-chip network.
Initially, the routing tables and ID-slots of the IDmanagement units are empty, which means that an interconnect from source to target node has not been configured. The links interconnection can be configured by sending a header flit containing source and target addresses with a certain local ID-tag. When a header flit is detected at the output of an FIFO buffer, then a routing logic unit will compute a routing direction. The routing direction is then copied into an IDslot of the routing table in accordance with the local ID-tag number presents in the header. Hence, payload flits having the same ID-tag with the header injected from the source node will be routed to the similar path (see Figure 4 ). In contrast, the links interconnection can be closed by sending a flit with EndMsg type (see again Figure 2 ) to remove the assignment and routing data from the routing tables and from the ID-tag management units. Before entering the next downstream communication channel, the local ID-tag of the header and payload flits must be updated to support flexible data multiplexing. Section 3.2 will present how to set up and schedule the communication interconnects at runtime.
Communication Links
Setup. An example of a communication link setup of a wormhole message packet based on the dynamic local ID-tag mapping management in the XHiNoC interconnection network is shown in Figure 4 . The (X, Y ) address of each mesh node is denoted in the left and bottom sides of the figure. We assume that all messages are routed using a static XY routing algorithm. But certainly, the communication link setup process is valid for static and adaptive routing methods.
Messages A, B, and C with ID-tag 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are injected from a processor in node (0, 3). Messages E and F with ID-tag 1 and 2, respectively, are injected from a processor in node (3, 2) , while message D with ID-tag 1 is injected from node (2, 1). Each flit belonging to the same message from the same processor will be injected with the same ID-tag.
The ID-tag of each flit belonging to the same message will vary over the communication links and can be controlled and mapped by the IDM unit at each output port of the mesh router node. For instance, the flits of message A have ID-tag 0 after passing East (E) output port of mesh node (0, 3) and ID tag is in use state. ID tag is in use state. ID tag is in use state. South (S) output port of node (1, 3) successively, then ID-tag 1 after passing S output port of mesh node (1, 2). Afterwards they have new ID-tag 0 after passing S output port of mesh node (1, 1). Finally, the message flits receive new ID-tag 0 after ejecting from the on-chip network via local (L) output port of mesh node (1, 0). In our NoC infrastructure, different messages can be injected from a processor in a overlapping-time. As shown in Figure 4 , for instance, the processor connected to node (0, 3) injects three different messages, that is, messages A, B, and C. The messages are destinated to target node (1, 0), (1, 1) , and (0, 0), respectively. A flit injected with ID-tag 1 (belonging to message A) will always arrive target node (1, 0) and a flit with ID-tag 2 (belonging to message B) will arrive target node (1, 1) as well as flits injected with ID-tag 3 (belonging to message C) will also always arrive target node (0, 0). It means that a small group of flits of a message can be injected in overlap injection time with other groups of the other flit messages.
If the processor injects a last flit indicating the end of packet body (its ID-tag is the same as ID-tag of the packet body and header), then the last flit will close the connection that has been set up in advance by the packet header and get the reserved local IDs free. Afterwards, the free local IDtag can be then used by other messages injected from that processor.
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d) present the ID-tag mapping tables of the selected IDM units in output ports. For instance, IDM unit at South output port at node (0, 2) (see Figure 5 (b)) has allocated its three new ID slots for three different messages (i.e., messages C, E, and F). This IDM unit has still five available ID slots. For example, message F coming from East (E) input port with current ID-tag 1 will be mapped into ID slot 2. It means that each flit with IDtag 1 coming from E input port (flits belong to message F) will receive new ID-tag 2 before passing South output port of node (0, 2).
Figures 5(e), 5(f), 5(g), 5(h), and 5(i) represent the routing tables of the selected LUT units in input ports. For instance, the LUT unit at local input port in node (0, 3) has recorded the routing directions of messages A, B, and C. The direction recording is undertaken after the RHL has computed the routing direction based on target node address stated in the header flit of each message. The direction is then saved in the routing table of the LUT. For example, packet A associated with ID-tag 0 has EAST (E) routing direction. It means that each flit with ID-tag 0 (flits belong to message A) will be routed to EAST direction. prototype with a specific routing function implemented on those units. Five optional routing algorithms proposed in this paper, which are realized in the RHL module to evalute the NoC performance, are static XY routing, adaptive West-first (WF), negative-first (NF) [25, 26] , odd-even (OE) turn [27] , and East-Last (EL) routing algorithms. Figure 6 (a) shows the turn model of XY static routing. The dotted lines denote the prohibited turns, while the solid lines denote the allowed turns. The diagram in the right side of each figure shows the turn models when they are mapped into a mesh node diagram. The turn models are introduced to avoid cyclic dependency (to avoid deadlock). In mesh router prototype with XY routing algorithm, message packet will always be routed firstly in X (horizontal) direction, and then into Y (vertical) direction. Therefore, turns from North to East, North to West, South to East, and South to West are prohibited as depicted in Figure 6 (a). Figures 6(a) , 6(c), and 6(d) depict the turn model of the selected adaptive routing algorithms. Some existing minimal adaptive routing algorithms are used, where adaptiveness of the routing selection depends on two signals. When there are two possible directions to route a packet, then the router will consider firstly the number of free ID slot of two possible output links. The packet will be routed to the direction, where more free ID slots are available. This runtime routing adaptivity is also used by AdNoC [28] where routing decisions are made locally depending on available bandwidth in each direction to the neighboring router.
Routing Algorithms and Switch Multiplexing

Static Routing Algorithm.
Adaptive Routing Algorithm.
The main difference between AdNoC and XHiNoC is that XHiNoC does not use virtual channels. The use of virtual channels will increase logic gates consumption. Our routing algorithms are also simpler resulting in a routing logic unit with less than 300 logic gates per router in comparison with 2877 logic gates comsumed by a routing logic unit of AdNoC. The XHiNoC routing logic will also consider the number of free registers from the FIFO buffers in the next two adjacent mesh nodes. If the numbers of free ID slots are the same for two possible directions, then the router will select a direction, where more free registers are available in the next output link. If both values are the same, the routing logic will prefer a nonturn direction. Algorithm 1 presents a cutsection of an adaptive routing algorithm to make a NORTH or EAST routing adaptively. (3) Odd-Even (OE) Routing Algorithm. The adaptive routing with odd-even turn model selected in our prototype uses combination of adaptive WF and EL routing algorithms. In the even column, the routers use EL adaptive routing, while in the odd column, the routers uses WF adaptive routing. However, attention must be payed for the routing adaptiveness in an even column. In an odd column, packet cannot be routed to East when target node is located in North-East or South-East quadrant of the next East column (even column), because in the even column, the rule for EL routing is regarded, for example, East to North and East to South turns are prohibited. Figure 7 presents how message packets can be mixed or interleaved in the same FIFO buffer by using our proposed local ID-tag mapping management method with wormhole packet switching. The packet interleaving method is proposed for a fair output link access and is very effective to tackle a deadlock problem in a multicast data delivery [22] .
Dynamic Packet Identity Management.
As shown in Figure 7 , we assume that the header of each packet has been forwarded, and the RHL unit in the RE module has computed the routing direction and recorded it into the LUT register address based on its ID-tag number. Hence, in mesh node (2, 3), flits coming from W input port with ID-tag 2 will always be routed to South output port as well as flits coming from E input port with ID-tag 3 will be also routed to South (see East and West LUT in mesh node (2, 3)).
The IDM unit manages the link bandwidth utilization and will guarantee that different flits of different packets will not have the same ID-tag before entering the next downstream mesh node. Thus, the LUT unit in the next input port can route incoming flits with service based on their ID-tags. As shown in Figure 7 , the South IDM in mesh node (2, 3) maps packet A into ID slot 0 and packet B into ID slot 1. Hence, packets A and B will receive new ID-tag 0 and 1 respectively after leaving for mesh node (2, 3). Packets A and B are interleaved in mesh node (2, 2) and are then routed by the LUT unit at North input port based on their ID-tags. Flits with ID-tag 0 (belonging to message packet A) will be routed to South direction, while the flits with ID-tag 1 (belonging to message packet B) will be routed to East.
XHiNoC Microarchitecture
General Mesh Switch Router
Architecture. The XHiNoC mesh router prototypes are developed using modular synthesizable VHDL approach. The modular-based design enables us to exchange some modules with other modules allowing a partial architecture reconfiguration at design time. The architecture is scalable to follow a required specification. For instance, if we need only unicast or both unicast and multicast support [22] , then some modules can be easily exchanged and inserted or removed without making a hard or large modification.
Some modules in the XHiNoC are public units, which are commonly used for many required prototypes. And the others are flexible/exchangeable units, which can be replaced by other units to obtain a certain router prototype. The router hardware logic (RHL), for instance, as shown in Figure 8 is a exchangeable module. A routing algorithm is implemented in this module. The selected routing algorithms that are used in this paper are described in Section 4.1.
One routing engine is allocated at each incoming port allowing up to 5 parallel simultaneous crossbar connections. This approach will increase bandwidth capacity of the router. Indeed, because our router architecture in this paper is made for mesh NoC topology, then the bandwidth capacity of the NoC can be scaled well.
The architecture of the NoC router can be classified into three main groups that is, logical modules in each port, a crossbar switch, and a centralized LCFS (link controller and flow supervisor) module. For the sake of simplicity, only components in the West port are presented in the figure. In each port, there are some components such as an FIFO buffer, a routing eingine, (RE), an ID-tag mapping manager (IDM) unit, and link state controller (LSC).
The RE module consists of a combination of the RHL and router look-up table (LUT) to support runtime routing adaptivity and in-order delivery guarantee when using a deadlock-free adaptive routing algorithm. The RHL computes the required routing direction based on the target address information stated in a header flit and the underlying routing algorithm. The routing direction of the message is then copied into the routing table registers of the LUT and is indexed based on its ID-tag. Thus, each flit belonging to the same message packet (because it has the same ID-tag) will be routed to the same direction. By using that combination, an extra reconfiguration unit to program the slot table of the LUT unit is not required. The RE is allocated for each input port to improve bandwidth capacity of each router (routing parallelism).
Because of using a parallel pipelined wormhole packet switching, the XHiNoC is equipped with network traffic flow control. The use of the network flow control enables variable determination of the number of registers in the FIFO buffer (FIFO depth). The LSC is a state machine, which controls the flow of a flit from the output port into the next downstream FIFO buffer. If the next FIFO is full, then the (link state controller LSC) unit will not let the flit enter the next FIFO, until one space in the register of the next FIFO is free. The central LCFS will be explained in Section 5.2. The functionality of the IDM unit has been presented in Section 2. Sections 3.2 and 4.2 have also explored how flits of different messages can be interleaved in a communication link.
Link Controller and Flow
Supervisor. The LCFS functionalities are to control the links in the crossbar switch and to supervise neighbour congestion states. The structure of the LCFS is depicted in Figure 9 . It consists of direction assignment, arbiter, winner flit encoder (EncWin), and multiplexor (Mux1) units. The last tree modules are assigned for each output port to enable parallel outport access which can increase the bandwidth capacity of each router. The LCFS receives routing direction requests from all routing engine (RE) units, and a full flag from the network interface and the neighbor nodes. The direction assignment unit is used to assign the routing directions from all RE units in the input ports, to distribute properly the routing direction request signals (EAST, NORTH, WEST, SOUTH, LOCAL) and to decode the signals from 3-bit into 1-bit signals. These 1-bit signals are then applied to the input ports of an arbiter unit. The arbiter is in charge of selecting a winner flit of all flits requesting the same output port. By detecting the high-level values of those signals, then the arbiter will select a winner which has right to access the output port. This mechanism is realised by applying per flit round robin arbitration to support a fair mechanism to access and to share the output links (see Section 4.2) . If the FIFO in the next node is full, then the arbiter will not select a winner to access the requested ports (link-level flit flow control).
The EncWin encodes the winner signals and passes these signals to the Mux1 units in all output ports. Signal interconnect from output ports of the EncWin units into input ports of the Mux1 units is aimed to control the flit traffic flows in the crossbar switch (cbswitch) module. The Xout signals from EncWin units are connected to the cbswitch module to select a flit that will be forwarded to an output port. The Mux1 unit is in charge of granting the FIFO that holds the winner flit to access the output port, thus the data flit can be released from the FIFO queue.
Performance Evaluation
Selected Traffic Scenarios.
The performance of the proposed XHiNoC prototypes with different selected routing algorithms as described in Section 4.1 is evaluated by using four different traffic scenarios as shown in Figure 10 . In the matrix-transpose traffic scenarios as depicted in Figures  10(a) Each injected packet consists of 128 flits (1 header flit followed by 127 payload flits). Therefore, in the transpose traffic scenarios, the total number of 768 flits (6 × 128) is injected in the network, while in the complement traffic scenarios, the total number is 1024 flits (8 × 128). Each message is well encoded, so that it can be easily recognised in the networks. Each flit of the messages is then numbered in-order, thus it is easy for us to check packet-loss, packet integrity, and out-of-order delivery problem.
Certainly, the total number of required clock cycles for packet transfer heavily depends on the NoC traffic load. But, the purpose of these traffic scenarios is not only to measure the number of required cycles to transfer the last flit of each message packet under different traffic situations and different routing algorithms, but also to observe the effectiveness and the efficiency of using the local ID-tag mapping management technique to schedule the link at runtime. The measurement starts from injection time of the header flits from source node until ejection time of the last flit of each packet in the target node. The start time of the packet injections is the same at every node, where after some cycles, the congestion flags can probably trace back to the injection nodes, because of the existing link sharing in the network for instance. Afterwards, the injection rates can be automatically controlled by network interfaces with similar mechanism as the flit flow control at link-level. Figure 11 shows the table of total cycle requirements to transfer the last flit of each 
Performance Measurement Results.
ReqWn ( packet from source nodes to target nodes. Figure 12 presents the average cycle requirements to transfer the last flit of each packet for the five selected routing algorithms. The average number of cycles is calculated by summing the total cycle to transfer the last flit of each packet divided by number of packet. In this case, a number of 6 and 8 packets are injected in the transpose and complement traffic scenarios, respectively.
It looks that, the routing algorithm, which has the best performance, differs from each traffic scenario. In the transpose traffic 1, the WF, OE, and NF adaptive routing functions show the best performance. In the transpose traffic 2, the best performance is shown by the EL and NF adaptive routing functions. In the complement traffic 1, the static XY routing shows the best performance. While in the complement traffic 2, the performance of the static XY, the WF, and EL adaptive routing functions is the best. The performance of each routing algorithm is strongly dependent on the traffic condition.
In general, the RTL simulation experiments have proved the effectiveness and the efficiency of using the local ID- tag mapping management to schedule the messages with wormhole packet switching technique. The methodology has successfully allocated one available ID-slot per communication link for each message at runtime. Therefore, as long as the bandwidth requirement does not exceed the maximum capacity of each communication link (as represented by the available ID-slots), all flits of the messages can be scheduled and transmitted from source to destination nodes. static routing algorithm. The implementation of (negativefirst NF) routing algorithm gives the largest area, for example, 5114 slices and an overhead of 4.71% over static routing. Table 2 presents the comparison number of slices by varying the bit size of the packet flit and the depth of FIFO buffer (the number of registers in the FIFO buffer). For instance, if the bit size of the payload flit (words size) is double increased (from 16 bits to 32 bits), then the number of required slices increases 23.46% when FIFO depth is 4 and increases 36.78% when FIFO depth is 8. Table 2 shows also the overhead percentage of slices number when the FIFO depth is increased from 4 to 8 registers. For instance, when the flit size is 32 + 6 bits (32-bit words size), then the logic consumption will increase 44.43% if the FIFO depth is increased from 4 to 8 registers. Table 3 presents the logic area evaluation of mesh router prototypes with adaptive routing algorithms after synthesis using 130-nm CMOS standardcell technology from United Microelectronics Corporation (UMC). In Table 3 , total numbers of logic cells and cell areas of four NoC prototypes with different routing algorithms and the same FIFO buffer depth (4 registers) are presented. It looks that the variation of the logic and area consumptions of the adaptive mesh router prototypes is very small. Table 4 exhibits the logic cell consumptions, total cell areas, and maximum working frequencies for NoC prototype with static XY routing algorithm by varying the FIFO buffer size (2 and 4 registers). Increasing the depth of FIFO will not only increase the logic consumption but also degrade the maximum working frequency. The synthesis results present the synthesis data using 130-nm and 180-nm technologies. The migration from 180-nm to 130-nm technology will increase the maximum working frequency and reduce the estimated logic area. Table 5 presents also the estimation of power dissipation of the static and adaptive routers using 180-nm standard-cell technology. Figure 13 represents a circuit layout of the mesh router prototype using static XY routing algorithm with 4-depth FIFO buffer. The cell area of the IDM units is highlighted in the circuit layout. The standard-cell place and route are made using silicon encounter tool from Cadence and 180-nm standard-cell library from UMC. In the future, we will layout the overall NoC-based on-chip multiprocessor using the circuit layout prototype. We are now in progress to develop the programming model of the on-chip multiprocessor using our XHINoC interconnect platform.
Logic Synthesis
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Direct Comparison with other TDM-based NoCs.
By using a 130-nm standard-cell technology, the logic area of AEthereal on-chip router [23] is 0.2600 mm 2 (a queue depth of 8 flits of 3 words of 32-bit). By using the same feature size technology our XHiNoC router with static routing algorithm has total cell area of 0.0767 mm 2 if the FIFO depth is 2, and 0.1018 mm 2 if the FIFO depth is 4. While the XHiNoC routers with adaptive routing and 4-depth FIFO have total cell areas of about 0.106 mm 2 . The area of AEthereal router is mainly due to the use of virtual output channels to buffer best-effort and guaranteed-throughput packets in different FIFO buffers.
The maximum frequency to transfer data in AEthereal router (32-bit word size) is 500 MHz resulting in an aggregate bandwidth of 5 × 500 MHz × 32 bits = 80 Gbit/s. While the aggregate bandwidth of the XHiNoC router (static routing, 2-depth FIFO, 32-bit word size) is 5 × 472 MHz × 32 bits × 1/2 = 37.76 Gbit/s. The use of a routing engine with combined router hardware logic and routing look-up table gives contribution to the smaller maximum data frequency compared to the maximum data frequency of the AEthereal. The XHiNoC aggregate bandwidth is divided by two because of the use of two stage cycle pipeline data transmission.
When only a routing table was used to implement the routing engine, there is still a potentiality to increase the maximum data frequency of our NoC. In this case, an additional reconfiguration unit to schedule the link at compile time is needed. Even if the ID-based slot allocation is done at compile time, the optimal ID-based slot allocation does not required a global network view. Computing an optimal time-based slot allocation for all connections at compile time (as used by AEthereal) requires the global network view and may be expensive [23] .
NOSTRUM NoC [4] has reported that its router consumes 13896 equivalent NAND gates (independent from the standard-cell technology). Without reporting the logic area, SoCBUS NoC [5] can be clocked at 1.2 GHz in a 180-nm technology process. The DSPIN NoC router [12] with 90-nm technology has gate area of about 0.082 mm 2 after gatelevel synthesis (4-depth (guaranteed-service GS) queue, 8-depth (best-effort BE) queue, 34-bit flit size). On a 500 MHz implementation, each GS channel in DSPIN has a bandwidth of 8 Gbit/s (40 Gbit/s for 5 GS channels). The logic area and data frequency of DSPIN compared with our XHiNoC are approximately the same with similar 130-nm technolgy size. The circuit layout of the router prototype using 180-nm UMC technology with static XY routing and 4-depth FIFO buffer.
Conclusions
Our XHiNoC prototypes with the local ID-tag mapping management technique have shown a good performance to serve wormhole packets and to schedule link interconnects locally in each router at runtime. As explained in Section 2 before, the dynamic local ID-tag mapping management used by our XHiNoC is more flexible than the TDM-based circuit switching used by AEthereal [23] . The XHiNoC's ID-based scheduling is easier and more effective to reconfigure links interconnection both at runtime and compile time than the TDM-based scheduling used by AEthereal. Unfortunately, the work in [23] did not show an experiment to verify the TDM-based circuit switching by using an example of traffic scenario.
In our experiment, all traffics can be accepted in the target nodes for all traffic scenarios using static and adaptive routing algorithms. There is no flit-loss, and all traffics are accepted in order, because even if adaptive routing is used, only the header flit is routed adaptively to find optimal link. Payload flits will follow the links that have been reserved by the header flits using wormhole switching.
Message delivery communication services can be divided into connectionless (best-effort) and connection-oriented (guaranteed-bandwidth) communication. In the connectionoriented communication, a header flit must be injected from a source node firstly to reserve links in the network. After finding connection to its destinated node, a response flit will be sent back to the source node. After the response flits arrive the source node, payload flits start being injected from source node. Hence, this approach is also called the guaranteed-bandwidth service, because the packet will not be injected to the network before a guarantee exists, that is, one slot bandwidth of each link connecting source and target nodes has been reserved for the packet.
Our recent XHiNoC implementation uses connectionless communication, where messages are sent like UDP packets in internet world. Therefore, the optimal resource placement in the NoC platform should be undertaken, and the result must guarantee that there will be no communication links, which are consumed exceeding their maximum capacity in a certain period of time. In this case, the maximum capacity is related to available ID slots. Otherwise a message must wait for other messages until one of them has closed the reserved link or release one ID slot to be free.
The optimal problem could be undertaken, because traffics are predictable in the context of SoC application. If the solution of above optimal problem cannot be found, then we must increase the number of available ID slots. In our recent XHiNoC implementation, we use 3 bits for ID slot identification. It means that there are 8 available ID slots. By increasing ID tag bits to 4, 5 or, 6 bits, there will be 16, 32, or 64 ID slots available for link bandwidth consumption, respectively.
The use of IDM units in our proposed ID-tag-based multiplexing technique has given a significant contribution to the logic consumption. The logic cell area of the IDM units (e.g., in router with 4-depth FIFO and static routing) is about 36% of the total logic cell area. Since the critical path of router is found in the FIFO buffer and in the routing engine unit, the IDM unit does not affect the maximum allowed data frequency. However, there is an additional data pipeline at the outgoing port in order to let the IDM unit to update and to map the old and the new IDs of each flit. Hence, flits flowing through the network router will experience additional latency of one cycle period. Because of the additional data pipeline, the latency will increase proportionally to the number of hops.
The current XHiNoC implementation does not support data error correction for quality of service (QoS), such as cyclic redundancy code (CRC) calculation to detect errors in data communication such as presented by GEXSPidergon NoC [10] . The QoS in this level is certainly an interesting topic for further implementation of the XHiNoC.
